
Christmas Handbells 2020
Recording Guidance - The Condensed Version 

Detailed guidance can be found here:

http://area12.handbellmusicians.org/christmas-handbells/recording-guidance


Mindset 
Have the mindset that you are a member of the Pasadena Symphony or a member of your 
church’s worship team on Christmas Eve. Formal, but relaxed.


Attire 
Please wear concert black (women in all black, men in black shirts or dark suit coat, shirt, & 
tie). Green or red accents are acceptable. The key is “accent” not majority. Gloves are not 
required. However, if you normally wear gloves, please do so. Wear whatever color gloves 
your group would normally wear for a concert or formal service. 

Click Tracks 
The First Noel: The click track can be found on our event webpage. The track starts with two 
preparation measures (6 beats), with a clap on the downbeat of the 2nd prep measure. 
Please clap or click your bell handles together so we can both see and hear you do it. 
(This makes it much easier to synchronize all the videos.) In measure 67, the clicks will go to 
eighth note clicks to help with the ritard. The final chord will be held for two measures (6 beats 
total). The click track will continue through that final cutoff. You will hear a click on beat 1, 
then a click when you should damp your bells.


Carol of the Bells: The click track can be found on our event webpage and starts with four 
preparation measures, with a clap on the downbeat of the 3rd prep measure. Please clap or 
click your bell handles together so we can both see and hear you do it. The click track 
gives you quarter notes in the beginning. The piece ends with a Ring Touch (RT); the click 
track also ends with the RT.


Recording Equipment 
At minimum, you will need two devices and a pair of earbuds (preferred, or earphones or 
headphones if you don’t have earbuds). One device will play the click track in your ear, the 
other to do the audio & video recording. These can be two smartphones, a smartphone and a 
laptop, etc.


Recording Considerations 
Record the video in a well-lit location. You will want as much front lighting, and as little 
backlighting, as possible. Avoid recording in front of windows, if possible. Try to find a space 
with a neutral background with no clutter.


Minimize external noise when recording. Even subtle noises such as pet collars, fans, and 
people talking in another room can be heard. NOTE: a steady, consistent background noise 
(such as an air conditioner or appliance hum) can be more easily edited out later, but please 
try to minimize as much as possible.
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Record in landscape orientation. Have the camera in a steady location such as a table, 
tripod, etc. Please center yourself in the picture and record yourself from head on (not from 
the side or at an angle). Make sure that you and your bells are in the frame the entire time.


The device capturing the audio should be at least 6 feet away from the bells, if possible. 


A black music stand or music binder is preferred. If your table and/or pad will be visible in 
the video, please make sure that it is covered with a nice piece of fabric.


At the end of each piece, please count silently and slowly to FIVE before relaxing your bells 
and moving to end the recording.


Submission Logistics 
Please record each piece separately. Please use the following naming convention for your 
video submission (separated by underscores):


Part Name (first note and octave number)

Last Name First Initial (one word)

Name of the piece (one word: “Carol” for Carol of the Bells and “Noel” for The First 
Noel)


Example: C6_GuilliamsS_Carol = Sharon Guilliams is submitting a video and she plays the C6 
D6 part. (For those doubling with 7s, there is no need to indicate them.) Please do not 
include any identifying info in the video itself. 

Please review your videos prior to submission. While the audio may sound a bit strange 
with only your part, please check for the following:

• Did you include the clap/handle click at the beginning of the video along with the click 

track?

• Did you stay still at the beginning and end (count slowly to five)?

• Are there any extraneous noises (dog barks, bell clinks, etc.)?

• Did you have a pleasant expression on your face (a nice smile (not forced) and no frowns)?

• Did you capture the entire piece?


Upload your video to our Dropbox: 

https://www.dropbox.com/request/y5ujswC1zZnBrCXJTrD7


NOTE: If you have not paid your registration fee (or have not been given a scholarship, or are not 
an event committee member, or a member of the rehearsal choir), your video submission will not be 
included in the final video. We will contact you via email with instructions for how to pay the fee. If 
your fee is paid before November 28, your video submission will be included in the final video.


THANK YOU - Happy Ringing!
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